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Abstract: The rapid development and implementation of digitalization in manufacturing has
enormous impact on the environment. It is still unclear whether digitalization has positive or negative
environmental impact from applications in manufacturing. Therefore, this study aims to discuss
the overall implications of digitalization on environmental sustainability through a literature study,
within the scope of manufacturing (product design, production, transportation, and customer service).
The analysis and categorization of selected articles resulted in two main findings: (1) Digitalization
in manufacturing contributes positively to environmental sustainability by increasing resource and
information efficiency as a result of applying Industry 4.0 technologies throughout the product
lifecycle; (2) the negative environmental burden of digitalization is primarily due to increased
resource and energy use, as well as waste and emissions from manufacturing, use, and disposal of
the hardware (the technology lifecycle). Based on these findings, a lifecycle perspective is proposed,
considering the environmental impacts from both the product and technology lifecycles. This study
identified key implications of digitalization on environmental sustainability in manufacturing to
increase awareness of both the positive and negative impacts of digitalization and thereby support
decision making to invest in new digital technologies.
Keywords: environmental impact; digitalization; Industry 4.0; manufacturing; environmental
sustainability; digital technologies
1. Introduction
There is an increasing trend in manufacturing companies to prioritize environmental impact
reduction due to growing international attention on global warming and stricter environmental
regulations [1]. According to a report from the International Energy Agency (2015), the manufacturing
industry contributes more than 35% of CO2 emissions and consumes nearly one third of energy on a
global scale [2]. Meanwhile, industrialization evolves towards the fourth generation (Industry 4.0)
through digitalized and intelligent manufacturing, which aims to achieve higher levels of efficiency
and productivity with less input and lower cost.
Industry 4.0 is supported by the advancement of information and communication technologies
(ICT) and data storage [3]. In this sense, Industry 4.0 can be summarized as a collaborative network
with eight key enabling technologies: Cyber Physical Systems (CPS), Internet of Things (IoT), cloud
computing, big data analytics, Virtual Reality (VR)/Augmented Reality (AR), intelligent robotics,
Industrial Artificial Intelligence (IAI), and Additive Manufacturing (AM) [3–6].
Since the expression “Industry 4.0” was first introduced at the Hanover Fair in 2011 in
Germany [7], it has been a promising approach to improve overall operation performance by
integrating manufacturing and business processes [3]. At the same time, Industry 4.0 can provide
plentiful opportunities for environmental sustainability beyond economic benefits [4]. IoT enables
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real-time monitoring and obtains energy consumption data, thus optimizing and saving energy in
manufacturing [8,9]. AM allows customized design and production, contributing to resource and
waste reduction [10,11]. CPS enables a transparent production network with efficient communication,
thus reducing emissions attributed to saved transportations [12,13].
However, a recent survey study by Brozzi et al. (2020) shows that companies seldom consider
Industry 4.0 beneficial for environmental sustainability, and economic opportunities are prioritized
over environmental and social gains [14]. Furthermore, there are also studies showing a negative
impact of Industry 4.0 on the environment. The widely used and fast updated electrical and electronic
equipment and devices from CPS and IoT produce a high amount of e-waste [15,16]. The production
and use of ICT consume a growing amount of materials, which speeds up the depletion of natural
resources [4]. The increasing demand of energy supply on digitalization and data centers generates
abundant emissions [17]. Therefore, it is critical to account for both the potential positive and negative
effects on the environmental sustainability of digitalization in manufacturing.
1.1. Environmental Sustainability in Manufacturing
Sustainability has been attracting increasing global attention. The most widely adopted definition
of sustainability is from the Brundtland Report (1987): ”development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” [18]. In the
light of this definition, Glavic and Lukman (2007) reviewed sustainable development as a process that
“emphasizes the evolution of human society from the responsible economic point of view, in accordance
with environmental and natural processes”. In this paradigm, the limitations of environmental
resources “are considered in order to contribute to present and future generations’ welfare” [19].
Similarly, Goodland (1995) defined environmental sustainability as “a set of constraints on the four
major activities regulating the scale of the human economic subsystems: the use of renewable and
nonrenewable resources on the source side, and pollution and waste assimilation on the sink side” [20].
Therefore, environmental sustainability can be defined as the development of “meeting the resource and
services needs of current and future generations without compromising the health of the ecosystems
that provide them” [18,21].
Manufacturing is the result of “humanity’s rational desire for continuous development and
growth” [22]. Environmental sustainability in manufacturing involves stabilizing the balance between
manufacturing activities and their impact on the natural environment. The links between manufacturing
operations and the natural environment are gradually becoming recognized [23], thus motivating
manufacturers to prioritize environmental sustainability in their operation strategy. Meanwhile,
the development of digitalization increases the competitive pressure within manufacturing companies,
as the power of technology ensures higher quality, lower costs, and shorter delivery times. This raises the
industrial standards and requires companies to go beyond the deployment of management philosophies
based exclusively on efficiencies [24]. Therefore, manufacturing companies are increasingly taking
environmental issues into their strategy development by promoting manufacturing processes that
minimize environmental impact [25]. Thus, the concept of sustainable manufacturing was defined
by the U.S. Department of Commerce as “the creation of manufactured products that use processes
that minimize negative environmental impact, conserve energy and natural resources, are safe for
employees, communities, and consumers and are economically sound” [26].
To reach sustainable manufacturing, the environmental dimension cannot be isolated from
economic and social sustainability [27]. Being economically sustainable involves the organizational
vision, to create economic value either through increased added value or through cost reduction
in production, with the purpose of assuring the possibility of delivering products and services to
the market while having a profit between revenues and costs [27]. The social aspect relates to the
organizational vision to generate value in order to perform fair business practices to benefit the
employees, the community, and society [28].
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When looking at sustainable manufacturing from a product perspective, O’Brien (1999) and
Alayón et al. (2017) recommended the use of 3R: “Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle” to extend the lifecycle
of products [29,30]. 3R aims to optimize production by utilizing reduced natural resources, producing
minimum pollutions, emissions, and wastes [31]. Sarkis (2001) focused on the manufacturing process
developments from the environmental perspective, and claimed that it could be linked to issues of
Reduction, Reuse, Recycling, and Remanufacturing [32].
Furthermore, based on the 3R principles, Jawahir (2016) proposed a broader, innovation-based 6R
methodology for products over multiple lifecycles: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Recover, Redesign, and
Remanufacture [31]. This 6R approach sets the basis for sustainable manufacturing with “a closed-loop,
multiple product lifecycle system” [31]. Moreover, the 6R methodology aims to retain the most possible
resources within the loop, while producing minimal waste and emissions, without compromising
manufacturing efficiency. Resources, waste, and emissions are the main environmental indicators used
in manufacturing [25].
According to indicator categorization from the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) [25], environmental indicators are categorized by the impact of emissions, resource consumption,
pollutions, and the natural habitat conservation [25]. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) has become the
most common method for environmental impact evaluation in manufacturing [26]. As per ISO 14040
definition, LCA addresses the potential environmental impact over a product’s lifecycle from raw
material acquisition through production (cradle to gate), use, end-of-life recovery, and disposal [26].
It can be used for analyzing single products or services, or for comparing products or services that
fulfill similar functions [33].
The product lifecycle adopted in this study is defined as Design (including material acquisition),
Production, Transportation, Use, End of life, and Disposal [26]. The Product is defined as the output of
the manufacturing process.
1.2. Digitalization and Industry 4.0 Related Technologies
Defining digitalization requires clarifying and relating to the concept of digitization. Digitization
was defined as “the technical process of converting analog signals into a digital form, and ultimately
into binary digits, and is the core idea brought forward by computer scientists since the inception of
the first computers” based on work by Tilson (2010) and Hess (2016) [34]. In other words, Digitization
implies the technical potential of separating information from physical data carriers and storage [34].
On the other hand, digitalization is described as “the manifold sociotechnical phenomena and processes
of adopting and using these (digital) technologies in a broader individual, organizational, and societal
context” [34]. This definition aligns with the statement of Yoo et al. (2010); digitalization consists of
both social and technical dimensions [35].
The fourth industrial revolution is driven by real-time data exchange and flexible manufacturing [4],
underpinned by the advancement of both ICT and data storage [3], thus enabling customized production.
As mentioned earlier, Industry 4.0 can be understood through its fundamental components, the eight
key enabling technologies. In other words, these digital technologies are the technologies indicated
in [34] that enable the digitalization in the fourth industry revolution.
According to Lee et al. (2015), by integrating CPS with manufacturing, it would transform
today’s factories into an Industry 4.0 factory [36]. The 5C architecture of CPS, namely Connection,
Conversion, Cyber, Cognition, and Configuration, is the 5-level CPS structure. Connection acquires
reliable and accurate data from machines and equipment [36], which is the similar function IoT achieves.
Conversion means data can be inferred to information [36]. Similarly, Intelligent Robotics is capable of
inferring, perceiving, and learning based on the three levels of imperative, autonotic, and cognitive
intelligence [37], and AM is recognized as a transformative technology [38]. The Cyber level acts as the
central information hub in this architecture. Correspondingly, Big Data Analytics refers to techniques
adopted to analyze and acquire intelligence from big data [39], and cloud computing is “a model
for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable
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computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or
service provider interaction” [40]. Cognition properly presents the acquired knowledge to expert users
and supports the correct decision to be taken [36], which is similar to what VR and AR aim for as a
decision support tool [9,41]. Configuration is the feedback level from cyber space to physical space
and acts as “supervisory control to make machines self-configure and self-adaptive” [36], similar to
what IAI aims for “to make the hidden problems in an industrial system explicit, then managing and
avoiding them while they remain hidden” [42]. Figure 1 illustrates the applications and techniques
associated with each level of the 5C architecture [36] and the corresponding eight digital technologies
categories used in this study. Note that some technologies overlap with multiple layers; however, the
categories are mapped with the layer that is the most relevant for the technology applications analyzed
in this study. Table 1 further provides a description for each technology category using definitions
from the literature.
Table 1. Definition of Industry 4.0 technologies as used in this paper.
5C Architecture Definition of the Eight Technology Categories
Connection level
1. Internet of Things (IoT)
It is a “global infrastructure for the information society, enabling advanced services by interconnecting
(physical and virtual) things based on existing and evolving interoperable information and communication
technologies” [43]. IoT connects machines equipped with sensors and actuators to the internet, thus enabling
the machines to generate, process, and communicate data in real-time, to either humans or machines [44].
Conversion
level
2. Intelligent robotics/Cognitive robotics
New generations of robots are evolving for greater utility and becoming more autonomous, flexible, and
cooperative [45]. Wang (2010) defines it as an autonomous robot, capable of inferring, perceiving, and
learning based on the three-levels of imperative, autonomic, and cognitive intelligence [37].
3. Additive Manufacturing (AM)
According to American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) 2792-12, ASTM has defined AM as
“processes of joining materials to make objects from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to
subtractive manufacturing fabrication methodologies” [46,47].
Cyber level
4. Big Data analytics
It refers to techniques adopted to analyze and acquire intelligence from big data [39], which is defined as
“high-volume, high-velocity, and/or high variety information assets that demand cost-effective, innovative
forms of information processing for enhanced insight and decision making” [48]. Volume means the
magnitude of data; velocity refers to the rate of data generated and the speed at which it should be analyzed
and acted upon; variety refers to the structural heterogeneity in a dataset [39].
5. Cloud computing
It is a set of IT services provided over a network and allows machine data and functionalities to be deployed
on the cloud [8]. According to NIST, cloud computing is “a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient,
on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction” [40].
Cognition level
6. Virtual Reality (VR)/Augmented Reality (AR)
VR is an “advanced human–computer interface that simulates a realistic environment and allows participants
to interact with it”, which aims to establish a relationship between the participant and the created
environment [41]. AR, on the other hand, turns the real environment into a digital interface by interacting
with virtual objects in the real world [8].
Configuration
level
7. Industrial Artificial Intelligence (IAI)
It depends on the integration of computer science, AI, and domain knowledge, which is determined by the
characteristics of fragmentation, individualization, and specialization of problems within the industry [42]. It
firstly aims to make the hidden problems in an industrial system explicit, then managing and avoiding them
while they remain hidden; its second objective is to “accumulate, inherit, and apply knowledge on a large
scale” [42].
Relevant to all
levels of the 5C
architecture
8. Cyber Physical System (CPS)
Defined as transformative technologies enabling seamlessly integrated systems in their physical assets and
computational capabilities [36], providing and using data-accessing and data-processing services available on
the internet [49]. A CPS involves intelligent connectivity, sophisticated data management and advanced
computational capacities, which requires exponential growth in the ICT infrastructure [50].
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1.3. Digitalization and Environmental Sustainability
Digitalization enables manufacturing processes to be in a fully integrated, automated, and
optimized production flow, and brings benefits to manufacturing companies in terms of productivity,
revenue growth, employment, and investment [45]. At the same time, the development towards
digitalization provides opportunities for more environmentally sustainable manufacturing [51].
The discussion of environmental impact from digitalization has been a subject of systematic research for
about 20 years [52]. The relationship between digitalization and environmental sustainability remains
a difficult and uncertain research topic due to the pace of technological and societal change [52].
The environmental impact of digitalization is discussed both from positive and negative
perspectives. Industry 4.0 could unlock the full potential of green manufacturing [3,53], through
comprehensive digitization that provides more accurate, higher quality data, and real-time event
management [6]. The impact of Industry 4.0 on environment develop a complex question [15].
Oláh (2020) investigated the impact of Industry 4.0 on organizations’ operational scenarios, and the
integration of Industry 4.0 attributes and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), thus providing
advices on policies adoption for stakeholders and governments [6]. Another study from de Sousa
Jabbour et al. (2018) argued that Industry 4.0 technologies have the potential to support environmental
sustainability in manufacturing [4]. It proposed critical success factors that could unlock the full
potential of Industry 4.0′s integration and environmental sustainability, mainly applying to business
management [4]. Zhang et al. (2019) assessed the benefits of adopting Industry 4.0 technologies with a
case study comparing the environmental performance of manufacturing a household refrigerator in a
smart factory with the one manufactured in a conventional factory [54].
Furthermore, Stock et al. (2016) claimed that the allocation of materials, energy, and water can
be efficiently done based on the intelligent cross-linked value creation modules [51]. Statistically,
as stated by the Association of German Engineers, digitalization may result in a 25% increase
of resource efficiency [16]; it also affirms that digitalization has the potential to reduce carbon
emissions by 20% [16]. CPS and IoT enable transparency in manufacturing through real-time process
monitoring of resource consumption, thus providing production management a solid basis for
improved responsiveness [6,12]. Intelligent robotics increases productivity and stabilizes quality
in manufacturing, which leads to higher resource efficiency with less waste [55]. AM improves
resource efficiency through just–in-time production closer to the end-user and reduces waste through
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customized production [11,56]. As proposed by Chang et al. (2017), VR or AR assisted platforms
can be used for prototyping at the design stage, eliminating the resources and energy of producing
physical prototypes [56]. Lee (2020) and Junior et al. (2018) stated enormous potential of environmental
benefits brought by the “carefree operation” through a platform consisting of IAI, cloud computing,
and big data, such as minimized breakdown, “just in time” spare part provision, and smart energy and
resource distribution [42,57].
On the contrary, some scholars argue that the production and use of digital technologies consume
more resources and energy, as well as produce more waste [6,15,58]. As a consequence, the rapid
growth of digital technology exploitation, including the “rebound effects”, speeds up the depletion of
natural resources; for example, the number of transistors that can be packed into an integrated circuit
doubles every 18 months [3]. Digitalized manufacturing is more energy intensive, generating increasing
electricity demands to meet the energy demand of data centers and their supporting networks [17].
Moreover, waste from ICT devices and hardware has become one of the priority streams in waste
management [59,60]. These challenges are not only consequences of growing quantities of waste,
but also the complexity of the electrical and electronic waste, caused by the wide variety of highly
integrated devices and systems from accelerating technological innovations [60].
1.4. Research Aim and Research Questions
This paper seeks to explore both positive and negative environmental impacts from digitalization
by studying the existing literature, providing implementation practices for industrial practitioners to
better harness digital technologies in an environmentally friendly manner. This exploratory study is a
step forward towards the understanding of the environmental impact of digitalization in manufacturing.
Given the lack of studies on the overall implications of digitalization on environmental sustainability
in the context of Industry 4.0, this study proposes the following two questions:
RQ1: What are the environmental impacts of digitalization in manufacturing?
RQ2: How can digitalization support to reduce environmental impacts in manufacturing?
The use of digitalization, instead of Industry 4.0, intends to include a broader sense of digitalized
technologies, since many manufacturing companies are in the transition towards digitalization, but
are not necessarily described as adopting technologies associated with Industry 4.0. Manufacturing,
instead of Production, covers a broader field of study, such as the design of product, manufacturing
processes (or production), transportation, and customer service.
To address the research gap identified, this paper presents a review of the environmental impact
of digital technologies and proposes a new perspective to consider the environmental sustainability of
manufacturing systems in the Industry 4.0 era. Both positive and negative impacts are included to
illustrate the overall implications of digitalization. The findings presented can support manufacturing
companies select and use digital technologies in a more environmentally friendly way: understanding
the resource demands of digital technologies at each stage of the product and technology lifecycles,
being aware of the potential environmental impacts when investing in new technologies, and using
digital technologies directly to reduce the environmental impact of manufacturing systems.
2. Methods
This study applied a qualitative research method. A literature review was conducted in July 2020
to identify and analyze the environmental implications of digitalization in manufacturing. The study
aimed at collecting information available in academic literature focusing on the industrial engineering
domain, then synthesizing the findings in a structured manner using a product lifecycle model. Based
on the literature analysis, a new perspective was proposed to illustrate the findings and provide
foundations for researchers and practitioners to make use of these findings. Therefore, the approaches
adopted in this study were exploratory and theory building [61].
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Literature review is defined by Hart (2018) as “the selection of available documents on the topic,
which contain information, ideas, data and evidence written from a particular standpoint to fulfill
certain aim” [62]. The ideas and work of others provide the researcher with a framework for their own
work, making possible to understand the interrelationships between the subject being studied and
other subject areas [62]. It generally includes procedures of searching, classifying, reading, analyzing,
organizing, and expressing [62]. Instructed by Hart (2018) [62], the review consisted of three main
steps: selection and evaluation of literature, content analysis, and results description, as illustrated in
Figure 2.
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2.1. Literature Search, Selection, and Evaluation
Three set of keywords were selected for the literature search: digitalization (set A), environmental
impact (set B), and manufacturing (set C). All three sets included related terms, singular and plural
forms, as shown in Table 2. The search query combined keywords with the “OR” operator within
each set and the “AND” operator between sets. The operator “W/2” in set B narrowed down the
results including the term “environment*” and eliminated its use in other contexts, such as “business
environment” or “work environment”. Scientific databases were used, with Scopus being the primary
source and Web of Science the supplementary source.
Table 2. List of keywords in the literature search query.
Search Query: Set A AND Set B AND Set C
Set A Set B Set C
(digital * AND technology) OR (environment * W/2 sustainab *) OR manufactur * OR
digiti * OR digitali * OR (environment * W/2 impact) production
(cyber AND physical AND system) OR
industry * 4.0
* is the truncation symbol that used to capture all relevant articles by searching for words with the same root.
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The title and abstract screening filtered the articles under the main topic of digital technologies
and environmental sustainability in manufacturing. After 144 articles were selected out of the initial
438 search results on Scopus, the same search query was applied in Web of Science. With an initial
number of 776 articles, the first 200 articles sequenced by citation rate were filtered with title and
abstract review. This step was carried out for two purposes: to check the duplication rate in the
findings from Scopus, and to check if any influential publications were missing (i.e., highly cited).
Most of the findings from Web of Science overlapped with Scopus, which confirmed the coverage of
highly relevant articles with the primary search.
Through snowballing, 23 articles were added, because they were found relevant in the reference list.
In total, 197 articles were reviewed to further exclude irrelevant ones that did not approach to answer
the research question. The search results, filtering steps (including inclusion and exclusion criteria),
and selected articles were documented; Endnote was used to store the bibliographical information and
group the final sample of 93 articles.
2.2. Content Analysis
A spreadsheet was created to disseminate the selected 93 articles. The analysis was based
on the following criteria: (i) the focused digital technologies, (ii) the manufacturing stage that
digital technologies are implemented (application), (iii) the environmental impacts resulted from the
implementation of the digital technologies, (iv) whether the generated environmental impact is positive
or negative, and (v) whether the other two sustainability pillars are also discussed.
The first four criteria were derived from the research questions: “What are the environmental
impacts of digitalization in manufacturing?” and “How can digitalization support to reduce
environmental impacts in manufacturing?”. Criteria (v) was added during the analysis process.
It was noticed that the articles also discussed the other two sustainability perspectives, although only
environmental perspective was used in the search query. To identify the level of focus on economic and
social aspects, the authors provide a classification based on the appearance of certain terms in the text
of each article. For instance, the terms economy, economics, cost, and profit were selected as indicators of
focus on economic aspect. The terms used to identify the focus on social sustainability were social,
society, human, people, citizen, user, employee, worker, security, and safety. The findings were categorized
according to the number of times the selected terms appear on each text, as high (over 50), medium
(over 25, less than 50), and low (over 10, less than 25) level of focus. These levels were used to describe
how much the analyzed articles related to economic and social aspects.
From the literature analysis, it was observed that not all the environmental impacts described in
literature are from implementation of digital technologies in manufacturing; the manufacturing of
digital technologies (hardware) also generates its own environmental impact. Therefore, hardware
manufacturing was included into criteria (iii).
2.3. Synthesis and Results Description
Based on the content analysis, it was gradually observed that the environmental impacts come
from two lifecycles: the product lifecycle for products manufactured with support from digital
technologies and the lifecycle of the digital technology itself (hardware). This perspective was also
summarized to illustrate the overall relationship between digitalization in manufacturing and the
generated environmental impact.
The results description was illustrated with an Entity Relationship Model (ERM), which adopts a
natural view reflecting that the real world consists of entities and relationships [63]. It contains relevant
information concerning entities and relationships that the enterprise is mostly interested in [63]. Hence,
the ERM captured and described the relationships within the scope of this study, i.e., relevant to the
research questions. Other aspects, e.g., data-driven services outside manufacturing or customer-centric
data analytics without direct links to manufacturing, were not included.
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2.4. Research Quality and Methodological Limitation
According to Kalsson (2016), construct validity means that “the operational measures used to
measure the constructs actually measure the concepts they are intended to measure” [61]. This implies
that the researcher collects the intended information. In this study, this is supported by the fact that the
search query was defined according to the terms used in the research questions and using specific
combinations of keywords to obtain relevant publications; such as “Digitalization”, “Environmental
sustainability”, and “Manufacturing”.
Reliability is about consistency, replicability, and robustness of the methods employed for data
collection and data analysis [61]. This was supported by the stated procedures in this section. Although
objectivity is highly desired, the qualitative analysis was influenced to some extent by the authors’
preconceived notions of sustainable manufacturing (researcher bias); thus, a degree of subjectivity is
acknowledged in the results presented. However, prior knowledge about sustainability (expertise)
was necessary to interpret the findings and propose a new perspective for the adoption of digital
technologies towards more sustainable manufacturing.
3. Results
In this section, the results from the literature review contribute to expanding the scientific
knowledge on the implications of digitalization on environmental sustainability. This takes shape in
the following findings: (i) a synthesis of the overall environmental impacts of digitalization, including
both positive and negative impacts; and (ii) a new perspective to support environmental sustainability
through the application of digitalization in manufacturing.
3.1. Preliminary Analysis
3.1.1. Yearwise Publication Trend
The selected articles were published from 2004 until July 2020, which corresponds to the time when
environmental sustainability became the object of study of systematic research [15]. The number of
studies increased rapidly from 2016 and continues to do so: in the first six months of 2020, the number
of publications was already similar to the previous year and 10–20 times more than five years earlier.
This indicates a rapidly growing trend in research linking digital technologies and their environmental
sustainability, reflecting the growing importance and urgency of addressing environmental issues (see
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3.1.2. Contribution from Journals
There are ten publications from the journal Sustainability, and nine from Journal of Cleaner
Production, which are the two largest contributors. It is then followed by the journal Resources,
Conservation, and Recycling, which has three publications. The journals International Journal of
Advanced Manufacturing Technology and Journal of Manufacturing Technology Management and
Social Sciences have two publications each.
3.1.3. Contribution from Authors by Country
The authors’ affiliations from different countries were ranked, showing that Germany (12 papers),
England (11 papers), and the USA (10 papers) dominate the list, with 33 papers out of the selected
93 papers. The list is followed by Italy and Spain, with contributions of eight and seven papers,
respectively. Brazil and China are the next in the list, with five papers each. The list in Figure 4 shows
that the majority of contributions are from authors in Europe and the USA. Nevertheless, authors in
Asia also contribute, with 15 papers out of the selected 93 papers.
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3.1.4. Keywords Statistics
The most frequently used keywords from the selected papers were “sustainable development”
(34%), “environmental impact” (32%), and “Industry 4.0” (31%). It was then followed by “manufacture”
(23%) and “sustainability” (23%). Other keywords used include “environmental sustainability” (15%),
“life cycle” (15%), “embedded system” (13%), “manufacturing” (12%), and “cyber physical system”
(11%). It shows that t e keywords used in the selected papers match the research topic of this study
(see Figure 5).
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3.1.5. Mapping of Literature Analysis
To answer the research questions, the analyzed literature was categorized according to (i) the type of
digital technologies, (ii) the studied lifecycle (product lifecycle or technology lifecycle), (iii) the positive
and/or negative environmental impact, and (iv) interconnection with the other two sustainability pillars.
Firstly, (i) shows the technology focus from each analyzed paper, which could be one or more of the
eight digital technologies. As shown in Table 3, the articles categorized as “Industry 4.0” indicate that
the technology was discussed in a general level, instead of any specific one(s). Secondly, (ii) illustrates
that the focus is the manufactured product lifecycle and/or the digital technologies’ hardware lifecycle.
Thirdly, the positive and/or negative impact from (iii) is presented with color variants: green represents
positive impact on the environment, while red represents the negative impact. The circle with both
red and green means both positive and negative perspectives were discussed in the paper. Finally,
in category (iv), an analysis of the sustainability focus on economic and social perspectives besides the
environmental dimension was carried out; plus signs are used to represent the major (+++), medium
(++) and low (+) level of focus.
Table 3. Mapping of literature analysis.
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18 76 Big Data  
19 7 IAI, Big D ta P ++ + 
0 78 CPS + + ++ 
1 79 CPS, VR, AR, IoT P ++ 
2 0 CPS  
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
++
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Table 3. Cont.





51 [101] Industry 4.0 P
Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 33 
8 [67] IoT P  +++  
9 [58] CPS P, T  +++  
10 [68] Big Data P  ++ + 
11 [69] Industry 4.0 P  +++  
12 [70] Cloud P  ++ ++ 
13 [71] Big Data P  ++  
14 [72] CPS P  +++ +++ 
15 [73] CPS P  ++ ++ 
16 [74] Big Data T  ++ ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT P  +++ ++ 
18 [76] Big Data P  ++  
19 [77] IAI, Big Data P  ++ + 
20 [78] CPS P  +++ ++ 
21 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P  ++ ++ 
22 [80] CPS P  ++  
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
+ ++
52 [102] CPS P
Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 33 
8 [67] IoT P  +++  
9 [58] CPS P, T  +++  
10 [68] Big Data P  ++ + 
11 [69] Industry 4.0 P  +++  
12 [70] Cloud P  ++ ++ 
13 [71] Big Data P  ++  
14 [72] CPS P  +++ +++ 
15 [73] CPS P  ++ ++ 
16 [74] Big Data T  ++ ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT P  +++ ++ 
18 [76] Big Data P  ++  
19 [77] IAI, Big Data P  ++ + 
20 [78] CPS P  +++ ++ 
21 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P  ++ ++ 
22 [80] CPS P  ++  
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
++
53 [50] Industry 4.0 T
Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 33 
8 [67] IoT P  +++  
9 [58] CPS P, T  +++  
10 [68] Big Data P  ++ + 
11 [69] Industry 4.0 P  +++  
12 [70] Cloud P  ++ ++ 
13 [71] Big Data P  ++  
14 [72] CPS P  +++ +++ 
15 [73] CPS P  ++ ++ 
16 [74] Big Data T  ++ ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT P  +++ ++ 
18 [76] Big Data P  ++  
19 [77] IAI, Big Data P  ++ + 
20 [78] CPS P  +++ ++ 
21 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P  ++ ++ 
22 [80] CPS P  ++  
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
+
54 103] IoT, Big D ta P
Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 33 
8 [67] IoT P  +++  
9 [58] CPS P, T  +++  
10 [68] Big Data P  ++ + 
11 [69] Industry 4.0 P  +++  
12 [70] Cloud P  ++ ++ 
13 [71] Big Data P  ++  
14 [72] CPS P  +++ +++ 
15 [73] CPS P  ++ ++ 
16 [74] Big Data T  ++ ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT P  +++ ++ 
18 [76] Big Data P  ++  
19 [77] IAI, Big Data P  ++ + 
20 [78] CPS P  +++ ++ 
21 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P  ++ ++ 
22 [80] CPS P  ++  
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
+++
55 104] CPS P
Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 33 
8 [67] IoT P  +++  
9 [58] CPS P, T  +++  
10 [68] Big Data P  ++ + 
11 [69] Industry 4.0 P  +++  
12 [70] Cloud P  ++ ++ 
13 [71] Big Data P  ++  
14 [72] CPS P  +++ +++ 
15 [73] CPS P  ++ ++ 
16 [74] Big Data T  ++ ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT P  +++ ++ 
18 [76] Big Data P  ++  
19 [77] IAI, Big Data P  ++ + 
20 [78] CPS P  +++ ++ 
21 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P  ++ ++ 
22 [80] CPS P  ++  
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
++ +++
56 105] Indust . P
Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 33 
8 [67] IoT P  +++  
9 [58] CPS P, T  +++  
10 [68] Big Data P  ++ + 
11 [69] Industry 4.0 P  +++  
12 [70] Cloud P  ++ ++ 
13 [71] Big Data P  ++  
14 [72] CPS P  +++ +++ 
15 [73] CPS P  ++ ++ 
16 [74] Big Data T  ++ ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT P  +++ ++ 
18 [76] Big Data P  ++  
19 [77] IAI, Big Data P  ++ + 
20 [78] CPS P  +++ ++ 
21 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P  ++ ++ 
22 [80] CPS P  ++  
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
++ +++
57 [13] CPS P
Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 33 
8 [67] IoT P  +++  
9 [58] CPS P, T  +++  
10 [68] Big Data P  ++ + 
11 [69] Industry 4.0 P  +++  
12 [70] Cloud P  ++ ++ 
13 [71] Big Data P  ++  
14 [72] CPS P  +++ +++ 
15 [73] CPS P  ++ ++ 
16 [74] Big Data T  ++ ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT P  +++ ++ 
18 [76] Big Data P  ++  
19 [77] IAI, Big Data P  ++ + 
20 [78] CPS P  +++ ++ 
21 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P  ++ ++ 
22 [80] CPS P  ++  
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
+
58 106] Industry 4.0 P
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8 [67] IoT P  +++  
9 [58] CPS P, T  +++  
10 [68] Big Data P  ++ + 
11 [69] Industry 4.0 P  +++  
12 [70] Cloud P  ++ ++ 
13 [71] Big Data P  ++  
14 [72] CPS P  +++ +++ 
15 [73] CPS P  ++ ++ 
16 [74] Big Data T  ++ ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT P  +++ ++ 
18 [76] Big Data P  ++  
19 [77] IAI, Big Data P  ++ + 
20 [78] CPS P  +++ ++ 
21 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P  ++ ++ 
22 [80] CPS P  ++  
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
++
59 107] Big P
Sustainability 2 20, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 33 
8 [67] IoT P  +++  
9 [58] PS P, T  +++  
10 [68] Big Data P  ++ + 
11 [69] Industry 4.0 P  +++  
12 [70] Cloud P  ++ ++ 
13 [71] Big ata P  ++  
14 [72] CPS P  +++ +++ 
15 [73] PS P  ++ ++ 
16 [74] Big Data T  ++ ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT P  +++ ++ 
18 [76] Big Data P  ++  
19 [77] IAI, Big Data P  ++ + 
20 [78] CPS P  +++ ++ 
21 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P  ++ ++ 
22 [80] CPS P  ++  
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
+
60 108] CPS T
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8 [67] I T   +++  
9 [58] CPS P, T  +++  
10 [68] Big Data   ++ + 
11 [69] Industry 4.0   +++  
12 [70] Cloud P  ++ ++ 
13 [71] Big Data   ++  
14 [72] CPS   +++ +++ 
15 [73] CPS   ++ ++ 
16 [74] Big Data T  ++ ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT   +++ ++ 
18 [76] Big Data   ++  
19 [77] IAI, Big Data   ++ + 
20 [78] CPS P  +++ ++ 
21 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT   ++ ++ 
22 [80] CPS P  ++  
23 [81] CPS   ++  
24 [82]      
25 [83] I str  4.0   ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
+ +
6 109] Industry 4.0 P
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8 [67] IoT P  +++  
9 [58] PS P, T  +++  
10 [68] Big ata P  ++ + 
11 [69] Industry 4.0 P  +++  
12 [70] Cloud P  ++ ++ 
13 [71] Big Data P  ++  
14 [72] PS P  +++ +++ 
15 [73] CPS P  ++ ++ 
16 [74] Big Data T  ++ ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT P  +++ ++ 
18 [76] Big Data P  ++  
19 [77] IAI, Big Data P  ++ + 
20 [78] CPS P  +++ ++ 
21 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P  ++ ++ 
22 [80] CPS P  ++  
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
+++ ++
62 110] Block Ch in P
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8 [67] IoT   +++  
9 [58] PS P, T  +++  
0 [68] Big Data   ++ + 
1 [69] Industry 4.0   +++  
2 [ 0] Cloud    ++ 
13 [ 1] Big ata   ++  
14 [ 2] CPS   +++ +++ 
15 [73]     ++ 
16 [74] Big Data T   ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT P  +++ ++ 
18 [76] Big Data     
19 [7 ] IAI, Big D ta P  ++ + 
0 [78] CPS   + + ++ 
1 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P   ++ 
2 [ 0] CPS     
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
++ +
63 111] Indust . P
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8 [67] IoT   +++  
9 [58] PS P, T  +++  
0 [68] Big Data   ++ + 
1 [69] Industry 4.0   +++  
2 [ 0] Cloud    ++ 
13 [ 1] Big ata   ++  
14 [ 2] CPS   +++ +++ 
15 [73]     ++ 
16 [74] Big Data T   ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT P  +++ ++ 
18 [76] Big Data     
19 [7 ] IAI, Big D ta P  ++ + 
0 [78] CPS   + + ++ 
1 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P   ++ 
2 [ 0] CPS     
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
++ ++
64 112] Industry 4.0 P
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8 67 IoT P +++  
9 58 PS P, T  
0 68 + 
1 69 Industry 4.0 +++  
12 0 Cloud ++ 
13 1 Big ata  
14 72 +++ +++ 
15 73 ++ 
16 74 Big Data ++ ++ 
17 75 Cloud, CPS, IoT +++ ++ 
18 76 P ++ 
19 77 IAI, Big Data ++ 
0 78 CPS P +++ ++ 
1 79 CPS, VR, AR, IoT 
22 [80] CPS P  ++  
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
+ ++
65 [4] In ustry 4.0 P
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8 67 IoT +++  
9 58 PS P, T +++  
0 68 Big Data ++ + 
1 69 Industry 4.0 +++ 
2 0 Cloud ++ 
13 1 Big ata ++  
14 2 CPS +++ +++ 
15 73 ++ 
16 74 Big Data T ++ 
17 75 Cloud, CPS, IoT P +++ ++ 
18 76 Big Data  
19 7 IAI, Big D ta P ++ + 
0 78 CPS + + ++ 
1 79 CPS, VR, AR, IoT P ++ 
2 0 CPS  
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
+ ++
66 [27] IoT P
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8 67 IoT +++  
9 58 PS P, T +++  
0 68 Big Data ++ + 
1 69 Industry 4.0 +++ 
2 0 Cloud ++ 
13 1 Big ata ++  
14 2 CPS +++ +++ 
15 73 ++ 
16 74 Big Data T ++ 
17 75 Cloud, CPS, IoT P +++ ++ 
18 76 Big Data  
19 7 IAI, Big D ta P ++ + 
0 78 CPS + + ++ 
1 79 CPS, VR, AR, IoT P ++ 
2 0 CPS  
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
++ ++
67 113] PS P, T
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8 [67] I T     
9 [58]  P, T  +++  
0 [68] i  t     + 
1 [69] Industry 4.0     
2 [ 0] Cloud    ++ 
3 [ 1] Big Dat      
14 [ 2]     +++ 
15 [ 3] CPS     
16 [74] Big Data T   ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT   +++ ++ 
18 [76] Big Data   ++  
19 [77] IAI, Big Data     
0 [78] CPS P  + + ++ 
1 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT   ++ ++ 
2 [ 0] CPS P    
3 [ 1] CPS     
24 [82]      
25 [83] I str  4.0   ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
++ ++
68 [114] S P
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8 [67] IoT   +++  
9 [58] PS P, T  +++  
0 [68] Big ata   ++ + 
1 [69] Industry 4.0   +++  
2 [ 0] Cloud    ++ 
13 [ 1] Big Data   ++  
14 [ 2] PS   +++ +++ 
15 [73]     ++ 
16 [74] Big Data T   ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT P  +++ ++ 
18 [76] Big Data     
19 [7 ] IAI, Big D ta P  ++ + 
0 [78] CPS   + + ++ 
1 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P   ++ 
2 [ 0] CPS     
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
++ +
69 [115] P, T
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8 [67] I T   +++  
9 [58] S P, T  +++  
10 [68] i  ata   ++ + 
11 [69] Industry 4.0   +++  
12 [70] Cloud   ++ ++ 
13 [71] Big Data   ++  
14 [72] S   +++ +++ 
15 [73] CPS   ++ ++ 
16 [74] Big Data T  ++ ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT   +++ ++ 
18 [76] Big Data   ++  
19 [77] IAI, Big Data   ++ + 
20 [78] CPS P  +++ ++ 
21 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT   ++ ++ 
22 [80] CPS P  ++  
23 [81] CPS   ++  
24 [82]      
25 [83] I str  4.0   ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
+
70 116] Indust . P
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8 67 IoT  
9 58  P, T +++  
10 68 Big Data + 
11 69 Industry 4.0 +++ 
2 0 Cloud ++  
13 71 i  ata  
14 72 CPS + + +++ 
15 73  ++ ++ 
16 74 Big Data ++ 
17 75 Cloud, CPS, IoT +++ 
18 [76] Big Data     
19 [77] IAI, Big Data P  ++ + 
20 [78] CPS   +++ ++ 
21 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P  ++ ++ 
22 [80] CPS   ++  
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
4 [ 2] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
++
71 117] Industry 4.0 P
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8 67 IoT  
9 58  P, T   
0 68 i  t  + 
1 69 Industry 4.0 +++ 
2 0 Cloud ++  
13 1 i  ata  
14 72  + + +++ 
15 73   ++ 
16 74 Big Data ++ 
17 75 Cloud, CPS, IoT +++ 
18 [76] i  t      
19 [77] IAI, Big Data   ++  
0 [78] CPS   +++ ++ 
1 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT     
22 [80] CPS   ++  
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
4 [ 2] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
+ +
72 118] IoT P
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8 67  IoT   +++  
9 58   P, T  +++  
0 68  Big Data    + 
1 [69] Industry 4.0   +++  
2 0  Cloud     
13 1  i     ++  
14 2  CPS   + + + + 
15 73      ++ 
16 74  Big Data T    
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT   +++ ++ 
18 [76] Big Data     
19 [7 ] IAI, Big D ta P  ++ + 
0 [78] CPS   + + ++ 
1 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P   ++ 
2 [ 0] CPS     
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
4 [ 2] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
+
73 [9] Industry 4.0 P
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8 [67] IoT     
9 [58]  P, T  +++  
0 [68] Big Data    + 
1 [69] Industry 4.0   +++  
2 [ 0] Cloud     
13 [ 1] i  ata     
14 [ 2] CPS   + + +++ 
15 [73]    ++ ++ 
16 [74] Big Data    ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT   +++  
18 [76] Big Data     
19 [7 ] IAI, Big D ta P  ++ + 
0 [78] CPS   + + ++ 
1 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P   ++ 
2 [ 0] CPS     
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
4 [ 2] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
+
74 119] Industry 4.0 P
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8 [67] IoT     
9 [58]  P, T  +++  
0 [68] Big Data    + 
1 [69] Industry 4.0   +++  
2 [ 0] Cloud     
13 [ 1] i  ata     
14 [ 2] CPS   + + +++ 
15 [73]    ++ ++ 
16 [74] Big Data    ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT   +++  
18 [76] Big Data     
19 [7 ] IAI, Big D ta P  ++ + 
0 [78] CPS   + + ++ 
1 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P   ++ 
2 [ 0] CPS     
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
4 [ 2] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
++ +
75 [ ] In ustry 4.0 P
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8 [67] IoT     
9 [58] PS P, T  +++  
0 [68] Big ata    + 
1 [69] Industry 4.0   +++  
2 [ 0] Cloud    ++ 
13 [ 1] Big Data     
14 [ 2] PS   + + +++ 
15 [73]     ++ 
16 [74] Big Data    ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT   +++  
18 [76] Big Data     
19 [7 ] IAI, Big D ta P  ++ + 
0 [78] CPS   + + ++ 
1 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P   ++ 
2 [ 0] CPS     
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
+
76 [12] P
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8 [67] IoT     
9 [58]  P, T  +++  
0 [68] Big Data    + 
1 [69] I str  4.0   +++  
2 [ 0] Cloud    ++ 
13 [ 1] Big ata     
14 [ 2] CPS   + + +++ 
15 [73]    ++ ++ 
16 [74] Big Data    ++ 
17 [75] Cloud, CPS, IoT   +++  
18 [76] Big Data     
19 [7 ] IAI, Big D ta P  ++ + 
0 [78] CPS   + + ++ 
1 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT P   ++ 
2 [ 0] CPS     
23 [81] CPS P  ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
++ +
77 [11] A P, T
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8 6 IoT +++  
9 5 P, T  
10 68 i  ata + 
11 69 Industry 4.0 +++ 
12 70 Cloud ++ 
13 71 Big ata ++ 
14 72 S +++ + + 
15 73 PS ++ ++ 
16 7 Big Data T ++ ++ 
17 7 Cloud, CPS, IoT +++ ++ 
18 7 Big Data  
19 [77] IAI, Big Data   ++ + 
20 [78] CPS P  +++ ++ 
21 [79] CPS, VR, AR, IoT   ++ ++ 
22 [80] CPS P  ++  
23 [81] CPS   ++  
24 [82] AM T    
25 [83] Industry 4.0 P  ++ + 
26 [17] Big Data T  +  
27 [84] Industry 4.0 P  + + 
28 [85] AM T  ++  
29 [86] Industry 4.0 P  ++ ++ 
++ ++
78 [51] Industry 4.0 P
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8 67 IoT  
9 58 PS P, T   
0 68 i  t  + 
1 69 Industry 4.0 +++ 
12 0 Cloud ++  
13 1 Big ata  
14 72  + + +++ 
15 73  ++ ++ 
16 74 Big Data ++ 
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The most commonly studied technologies were Industry 4.0 and CPS. Papers that introduced
various impacts from different technologies were also categorized into Industry 4.0. The detailed
impact from each technology will be further explained in Section 3.2. From Table 3, the product
lifecycle dominates the discussion focus and mainly relates to the positive impact on the environment.
On the contrary, the technology’s lifecycle is rarely the focus and usually generates negative impact
on the environment. Furthermore, the focus on economic and social sustainability in addition to
the environmental aspect appears to be highly relevant, with 88 papers (accounting for 95%) on the
economic sustainability pillar and 62 papers (accounts for 67%) on the social pillar. There are 20 out
of the selected 93 papers cating the economic pillar as the highest claimed focus, in addition to the
environmental focus, and 10 out of 93 locate the social perspective as the highest focus.
3.2. Digitalization in Manufacturing and Impacts on the Product Lifecycle
Based on the studied literature, digitalization in manufacturing has both positive and negative
impacts on the environment. We distinguish between impacts occurring in two lifecycles: the
manufactured product lifecycle (presented in this section) and the digital technology lifecycle (presented
in Section 3.3). Table 4 summarizes the environmental impact from the product lifecycle.
3.2.1. Positive Impacts
In the manufactured product lifecycle, the environmental impact of digitalization is mainly positive
throughout the value creation process: Design, Manufacturing Processes (Production), Transportation,
Use, and End-of-Life recovery. In the following, the impact from each level of the 5C will be explained
along with the product lifecycle.
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Table 4. Environmental impact of digitalization in manufactured product lifecycle.
5C Technology Design Production Transportation Use End of Life














M, EN: Optimization of consumption
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M, WS: Reuse waste [6,76]
M: Data driven decision support [102]
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WS, M, EN: Manufacturing of tool and
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EN: Reduced by optimized design
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EM: Emission. EN: Energy. H: Hazardous waste. M: Material. WA: Waste. WT: Wastewater. WT-E: Water emission. Abbreviations in bold signify a positive environmental impact;
abbreviations in italics signify a negative environmental impact.
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CPS and Connection level (IIOT):
At the design stage, IoT enabled manufacturing systems to enhance communication with suppliers
by involving them in the design process, achieving an eco-design and a green supply chain. The case
study from [54] changed the design of a refrigerator from the traditional bill of material-based
into a module-based, which decreased the consumption of raw material and increased the level of
standardization [54]. At the same time, this modular design reduced resetting time attributes through
a simplified design, which reduced energy consumption [54].
In addition, the IoT platform also enables the possibility of integrating customers in the design
stage, promoting resource and energy saving by customizing design in both product and delivery [27].
In that sense, the manufacturing resources and capacity can be scheduled with higher flexibility [27].
Furthermore, IoT platforms enable information transparency throughout the product lifecycle.
The design performance can be improved through data interconnection from the later stages of
product lifecycle [96]. Information from manufacturing, use, and even recycling stages can provide
opportunities for design improvement [96]. The intelligent programming integrated in this IoT
platform could carry out eco-design by incorporating an efficient management of energy consumption
in product design [24]. Meanwhile, the amount of material consumption can also be optimized through
information transparency enabled by intelligent programming [24].
Similarly, it is claimed by Ang et al. (2017), with a case study of a ship, that the gaps between the
real and virtual world can be minimized with CPPS (Cyber Physical Production System), which can be
used to connect manufacturing with design [8]. By mirroring the physical world to a virtual model,
the automated “test-and-optimize” smarter ship design reduced the fuel and energy consumption [8].
It also estimates a completely automated design that will be capable of fully connecting to manufacturing
and operation systems and predict market trends according to customer feedback [8]. With the current
trend of digitalization development, this fully automated design is possible to execute in the next five
to ten years [8]. Furthermore, the CPS implemented in [102] enables flexible design configuration
of the energy supply components, thus leading to an optimized facility design for efficient energy
supply [102].
In the production stage, the interconnection of processes allows machines to communicate through
the network and share information about parameter setting, stock levels, problems or errors, and
changes of demand [8,15,24]. From the point of material acquisition, modular design promotes
conservation of raw material in production and reduces material consumption [54]. From the quality
perspective, as illustrated in [8], defects found after the delivery of vessel could be monitored and
fed back to the production process for improvement [8]. Moreover, the critical process parameters
can be dynamically adjusted to assure quality [96]. In addition to raw material reduction and quality
improvement, optimized parameters also lead to higher efficiency of material and energy consumption
with increased equipment efficiency [27].
The incorporation of different sensors provides reliable data from manufacturing processes, which
offers numerous opportunities for manufacturers to take proactive environmental activities [57,111].
Data regarding material and energy consumption, as well as waste generation, can be monitored and
collected as a basis for decision making [51,55]. Accordingly, manufacturers can set environmental
sustainability strategies based on the collected data [111] and provide feedback within the value chain
to enable continuous improvement [105]. Junior et al. (2018) proposed that using sensors to monitor
physical and environmental conditions would allow manufacturers to proactively and effectively
reduce equipment and environment-related hazards [57].
Real-time data monitoring tracks the consumption of resources (like energy and water) and waste
generation, and then responds to production management [6,9,65], enabling green manufacturing.
Santos et al. (2019) show a dramatic reduction in the energy bill of €500 per year reached by the
“plug&glean” implementation to track energy consumption [53]. Similarly, Bonfá et al. achieve a
10% energy saving by monitoring and adjusting the supply of compressed air, based on air pressure
and variation of temperature demand [80]. Furthermore, the case study in [13] demonstrates a 20%
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reduction by tracking and identifying improvement potential [13]. With a similar approach, [106]
implemented status tracking on equipment to improve the Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE), leading
to an energy decrease by optimizing material handling [106].
IoT and CPS enable manufacturing companies to schedule production with higher flexibility [73,113].
The case illustrated by [113] shows a possible reduction of up to 60% of energy consumption by
suggesting manufacturing companies plan their production according to the power plants’ natural
overproduction of energy through wind or solar energy [113]. Additionally, [73] argues that the
CPS-based integrated energy management can reduce industrial energy use by 63%, contributing to
the reduction of CO2 emissions [73].
In addition to decreasing energy usage, IoT and CPS support the reduction of material consumption
by tracking the components and Work in Process (WIP) [12,89,102]. Song et al. (2017) presented the
main benefits of implementing CPS, which include reducing WIP and decreasing process time with
a deployed monitoring system [12]. The case of [89] shows a successful implementation of IoT in
a food manufacturing company while tracking waste generation [89]. With the support of big data
analytics, the origin and reasons of the waste were tracked, recorded, and analyzed, contributing to an
impressive 60.7% reduction of waste [89].
CPS can also be applied to assess environmental impact when integrated to LCA [115].
The implementation of CPS systems integrating LCA features introduces a quantitative basis to
improve environmental performance [115]. The result shows a positive impact on environment by
minimizing energy consumption and verifying the potential to achieve increased eco-efficiency [115].
During transportation, the CPS and IoT enabled platform promotes environmental sustainability
by enhancing communication with customers [27,96], leading to a reduction of mistaken deliveries and
waiting time. Communication with suppliers encourages heterogeneous resource transportation, which
reduces transportation frequencies and distance [12]. Additionally, this platform promotes autonomous
vehicles, enabling optimized routes with transportation reduction [27,103,118]. As illustrated by [103],
the level of CO2 emissions can be decreased by approximately 22%, attributed to the information
transparency and big data analytics [103]. Moreover, smart production enabled by CPS and IoT
platforms could reduce transportation distances within a manufacturing plant by 43%, mainly
attributed to outsourcing the module design to the supplier [73].
At the use stage, the IoT and CPS enabled platform monitors and collects data, then gives feedback
to the design and manufacturing processes for further improvement [8]. This platform also promotes
remote support for customers by CPS-based remote control, which reduces time and transportation of
onsite support [8].
At the end–of-life stage of a product, digitalization contributes to environmental sustainability
mainly by extending the lifespan [67,79]. [67] proposes an approach to enable a disassembly-to-order
system with the support of an IoT platform [67]. This system coordinates collection, disassembly,
inspection and sorting, remanufacturing, reuse, and/or recycling operations in a reverse supply
chain, leading towards closed-loop manufacturing and promoting multiple lifecycles [67].
Moreover, information flows throughout the product lifecycle support the development of
design-for-disassembly [79].
Conversion level (AM and Intelligent robotics):
At the design stage, rapid prototyping in direct manufacturing is increasingly adopting AM
technology [11,22,24]. It eliminates resource consumption of tools and customizes production [11,22],
at the same time reducing the time to market with high customization [24]. The highly customized
components/products production leads to less inventory of raw material and final products, thus
contributing to a reduction of environmental impact [22].
The use of AM during production could support the reduction of material and energy use, leading
to an optimized design with reduced waste generation [6,11,122]. Furthermore, AM does not require
tooling, lubrication/cutting fluid, and casting release compounds, which would reduce environmental
impacts [3,111]. The precise amount of material acquisition in AM reduces not only material and
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energy, but also scraps, leading to a further reduction of resource consumption [11,122]. Moreover,
Ford and Despeisse (2016) highlight the possibility of reclaiming and reusing waste plastic filaments,
misprints, and undesired outputs, enabling closed-loop manufacturing [11].
A number of studies claim that the reduction of transportation when using AM can significantly
reduce transportations’ carbon footprint [24,85,96]. This reduced transportation is mainly caused by
the acquisition of precise quantities of raw material, and decentralized production geographically to
consumers, thus reducing or even eliminating inventory [11,85,111].
In the use stage, compared with the traditional manufacturing, the on-demand high customization
enabled by AM increases the chance of repairing or refurbishing products, contributing to resource and
waste reduction [55,111]. At the end-of-life stage, AM can be applied in the remanufacturing processes
to assure quality [11,71] and can reduce waste generation during the repair process [11,24].
Cyber level (big data analytics and cloud computing):
Big data analytics supports product design in decision making with various options and databased
evaluation. The case provided by [107] demonstrates how big data offers options in layout design
by analyzing data of different manufacturing scenarios [107]. As a consensus of balancing ten layout
options, they proposed a final option, chosen for being effective and efficient in saving material
handling costs and energy consumption [107].
During production, big data analytics based CPS and IoT platforms can support the reduction of
environmental impact [8,53,111]. [111] indicates that preventive and predictive maintenance enabled
by big data analytics extends the lifespan of equipment, reducing waste; it also shows that big data can
reduce energy consumption through intelligent optimization [6,111]. Similar applications can also be
used in ship manufacturing to optimize equipment usage and power consumption, leading to a 29%
reduction of factory power consumption [8]. With the aid of big data analytics, manufacturing is able
to produce to meet precise requirements, with better quality control, leading to an obvious reduction
of resource consumption and waste generation [6]. Root cause tracking could also be done with big
data, avoiding failures and wastes in future systems [76].
Cloud computing is usually applied in conjunction with other digitalized technologies; combined
with big data analytics to improve data gathering, it can better predict and control water quality, air
pollution, and contamination by hazardous waste [57].
At the use stage, big data enables automatically planning the optimum route during ship operations,
which sets the fuel consumption to a minimum level [8].
Cognition level (VR/AR):
VR supports product design virtually with a digital twin and therefore reduces the cost and
resources of producing physical prototypes [112]. This cost-effective simulation, control, and prediction
enabled by VR can also reduce material and energy consumption by minimizing design error [112].
At the use stage, VR supports environmental sustainability by reducing physical devices.
As illustrated by [17], the server virtualization technology reduces 13 servers and one storage
in the case study, thus significantly cutting down energy efficiency per user by 90% and hidden
environmental cost from e-waste by 98% [17].
Regarding the end-of-life stage, VR and AR could be used at the design stage, to support
design-for-disassembly [71]. The integration of advanced technologies can elevate the possibility of
turning end-of-life products back to in-life products through remanufacturing [71,79].
Configuration level (IAI):
During production, the application of IAI optimizes resource allocation, including material, energy,
and water use, facilitating an integration with environmentally sustainable manufacturing [111]. IAI
enabled intelligent robotics to increase energy efficiency [55] and quality performance [105]. As stated by
Braccini and Margherita (2018), autonomous robots increase the precision of manufacturing processes,
leading to a significant reduction of defect rates from 30% to 9% [105].
The practices listed above show the significant importance of digitalization applications in
promoting environmental sustainability. Nevertheless, digitalization also generates a negative
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impact on the environment through the product lifecycle. The following section will explain these
negative impacts.
3.2.2. Negative Impacts
Customized design provides certain benefits. However, it does increase transportation that
involves suppliers and customers [54]. For the procurement, more frequent transportation is required
for smaller batches and personalized modules; for the delivery to customers, more deliveries are
needed to realize “just-in-time” [54].
AM shows great opportunities through highly customized design; however, it also adds a burden
on the environment according to several studies [11,85,111]. It is claimed that AM is not energy efficient
due to the heating required in manufacturing processes [6,11,111]. [85] brings up that the failure of the
print, which is very common in AM, could increase material and energy consumption [85].
For the reasons already presented in this paper, it can be concluded that the environmental impact
of digitalization in the product lifecycle is mainly positive. The negative impact on the environment
is relatively small in the product lifecycle, especially compared with the positive impact. This is
because most of the research only considers the environmental impact from the product lifecycle
perspective. As stated in a few studies, the manufacturing and use of digital equipment and devices
requires abundant resources and generates enormous wastes [4,15,16]. Therefore, the impact from the
technology lifecycle should be included, when we stand from the ecological perspective. The next
section will present the environmental impact from the technology hardware’s lifecycle.
3.3. Digitalization in Manufacturing and Impacts on the Technology Lifecycle
The environmental impact of the technology lifecycle is entirely negative and mainly from the
Production, Use, and End-of-life, as Table 5 shows.
Table 5. Environmental impact of digital technologies in technology lifecycle.
Design Production Transportation Use End of Life
Technology
lifecycle





EM: Life cycle of big data
related devices, such as











EN: Use of CPS [81]






EM: Life cycle of big
data related devices,
such as data center,
ICT devices [74,95]
EM: Emission. EN: Energy. H: Hazardous waste. M: Material. WA: Waste. WT: Wastewater. WT-E: Water
emission. Abbreviations in bold signify a positive environmental impact; abbreviations in italics signify a negative
environmental impact.
Production: Industry 4.0 technologies are equipped with ICT, e.g., RFID, micro-chips,
semiconductors, displays, sensors, and micro-energy/harvesting, which cause a variety of undesirable
environmental impacts [15,59,129]. The huge demand of ICT requires a massive amount of material.
The usage forecast of sensors, for example, will increase from 4.4 billion (2015) to 11.2 billion by 2021,
with a large variety up to 47 types that are mainly used in Industry 4.0 [129]. The production of
semiconductors, from another point of view, causes substantial air emissions (acid fumes, volatile
organic compounds, and doping gases), water emissions (solvents, cleaning solutions, acids, and
metals) and wastes (silicon and solvents) [15]. Furthermore, the manufacture of ICT is energy intensive
and demands large amounts of water in cooling and rinsing [15]; the energy use increases rapidly with
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higher purity [59]. At the component level, LCA shows that at least 1.2 kg of fossil fuel is needed to
manufacture a 2-g dynamic random access memory chip, which is 300–600 times more than other
manufactured goods [59].
Use: The major impacts from the use of ICT are energy consumption and/or CO2 emissions [15,129].
The primary energy consumption is mostly applied in ICTs for CPS with cloud technologies and data
center to process big data [59,129]. The energy use by RFID chips or sensors, which are frequently
used for condition monitoring, are relatively low [129]. According to EPA (2017), the carbon emissions
associated with data storage are approximately 35 kg of CO2 per TB per year [95]. In addition to
storage, transmitting data also consumes energy [95]. For example, a videoconference transmission
between Switzerland and Japan in 2009 accounted for 200 Kwh per TB, significantly higher than the
46.33 kWh per TB estimated for storage [95].
End of life: Currently, only a very small proportion of ICT hardware is recycled [15,59,129].
RFID, consisting of raw material of aluminum, copper, and silver, has no significant recycling systems,
since there are no economic incentives for recycling used RFID tags [129]. Similarly, there is no
systematic recycling for displays and sensors, either due to a lack of economic efficiency or technical
feasibility [129]. Therefore, the end-of-life ICT may contain hazardous metals, such as lead and
cadmium [59]. Without proper recycling, a great amount of ICT goes to landfills or incineration [59],
which generates abundant wastes, risk of exposure to hazardous materials, and harmful emissions
from incineration [59].
To conclude, the environmental impact from the technology lifecycle is primarily negative,
as summarized in Table 5. The environmental impact of manufacture, use, and disposal of technologies
associated with Industry 4.0 has become a serious issue. We have to include the impact of technology
cycle when we invest in new digital technologies.
4. Discussion
Industry 4.0 technologies have the potential to improve the operational performance of production.
However, these technologies are not intrinsically positive for environmental sustainability. Through the
literature analysis, it was challenging to find research papers that objectively and openly covered both
positive and negative implications of digital technologies on environmental sustainability. In addition,
the authors found that some scholars preferred to present implications of Industry 4.0 either in a
general level or focusing only on the implementation of one particular technology, as shown in Table 3.
Considering this situation, the authors decided to map the digital technologies of Industry 4.0 against
the 5C architecture framework [36] in order to visualize which elements have already been explored
and which gaps exist to date in research in a broader and more holistic perspective. Attempting to
fulfill the above-mentioned research gaps, the first posed research question was answered by looking
at the digital technologies from a holistic perspective, to further synthetize both their positive and
negative environmental impacts, as indicated in Table 4 and Figure 6.
Furthermore, the literature review reported an increasing trend in the number of published
studies on environmental sustainability implications of digitalization (Figure 3), but recent studies
still show that companies prioritize economic opportunities of Industry 4.0 over environmental and
social gains [14,72]. Thus, this study aims to highlight that, although digitalization has demonstrated
support to productivity in manufacturing environments, it could also support the reduction of
environmental impact. The analysis and summary of industrial practices in using digital technologies
to reduce environmental impacts, as illustrated in Table 4, formulating the answers to the second
research question.
Based on the findings, the following sections will discuss (i) the perspective of both product and
technology lifecycles, (ii) implications from the interconnection within the Triple Bottom Line (TBL),
(iii) implications to researchers, (iv) implications to practitioners, and (v) outlook and limitations of
the study.
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4.1. The Lifecycle Perspective
The rapid development of digitalization, especially in the context of Industry 4.0, motivates
manufacturing industries to speed up their digital transformation. This brings massive opportunities
to manufacturers to improve the operational performance; but meanwhile, it introduces undesirable
environmental impacts. However, manufacturing industries generally focus on the product’s lifecycle,
and so do most scholars in academia. Thus, the model presented below aims to provide a perspective
that includes both product and technology lifecycles (see Figure 6).Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 23 of 33 
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As shown with the Entity Relationship Diagram in Figure 6, the product lifecycle is illustrated in
grey in the upper part, while the technology cycle is illustrated in blue in the lower part. In the product
lifecycle, material and energy are the main inputs from the left side (in the diagram); value flows through
the product lifecycle, and goes onto the right with manufactured product. The end-of-life product
could re-enter the value creation cycle through reuse, remanufacturing, recycling, and other circular
strategies. In the technology lifecycle, energy and material as inputs from the left (in the diagram) go
through its value creation and come out as technology hardware. This technology hardware supports
each value creation process in the product lifecycle, where it contributes to increased efficiency and
quality, amongst other benefits. This hardware could also re-enter the value creation cycle through
similar circular strategies.
In the product lifecycle (shown in the upper part of the Figure 6), digital technologies enable
environmental impact reduction mainly with high material efficiency and information support in
manufacturing, which is represented with the green plus sign. With the purpose of increasing efficiency,
environmental impact reduction could happen by implementing digitalization at each stage of both
product and technology lifecycles. From the studied literature, this implementation mainly happens
at the production stage, as summarized in Table 4. Nevertheless, the technology lifecycle (shown in
the lower part of the Figure 6) leads to a high consumption of energy and resources and an increase
of total emissions, represented with the red minus sign. This negative impact is mostly generated
from the production and the end-of-life of technology hardware in the technology lifecycle, as described
in Table 5. As Nascimento et al. (2019) stated, Industry 4.0 is supported by the development of
ICTs [3]; the negative impact originates mainly from the production and the end-of-life of ICTs. Therefore,
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studies on green and/or sustainable ICTs are of vital importance to enable overall environmental
benefits [126,129].
4.2. Implications from the Interconnection within the TBL
Visualizing energy flows does not automatically lead to energy savings and waste reduction [90].
The data monitored through IoT and CPS itself does not lead to a reduction of energy or resource
consumption. Similarly, awareness of the overall implications does not automatically lead to decisions
that optimize operational performance towards sustainability. The availability of data and the access to
data collection, enabled by digital technologies, provide decision makers with relevant information and
can deepen their understanding of the complex business environment. It is the responsibility of decision
makers to find the balance between economic and environmental benefits. As Glavič and Lukman
(2007) state, environmental sustainability is primarily concerned with maintaining “the balance of
natural resource consumption and replenishment, and ecological integrity” [19]. Companies need
to prioritize environmental sustainability in their strategy and decision-making processes, because
environmental impact data and information only create value when used with the intent to reduce the
ecological cost of their business activities.
As shown in Table 3, the three pillars of sustainability are interconnected. Although this study
focuses on environmental sustainability, it is important to acknowledge the other two pillars when
it comes to the impact of digitalization. Overall, it could be argued that environmental benefits can
be aligned to economic sustainability benefits easier than to social sustainability, as more papers are
showing correlations between the first two mentioned pillars. This phenomenon can be explained
from the lean–green [53,78] and resource and energy efficiency perspectives [9,77,80]. Lean–green
management has been introduced as an effective way to improve environmental and economic
efficiency in manufacturing [130], because the principle of eliminating waste from lean has mainly
positive impacts on improving environmental performance [53]. The resource and energy efficiency
can be related to the circular economy, a mindset that manufacturing industries tend to adopt to
reintroduce waste as raw material and transform their business into circular chains [3,130,131]. It can
also be related with less consumption of energy and/or resource from more efficient production and
delivery [106,117,132].
From the studied literature, Industry 4.0 offers opportunities by removing repetitive tasks,
alleviating heavy workload, and increasing productivity and convenience [24,72], but it also brings
challenges, such as decreased employment, information security issues, and data complexity [24,65].
Furthermore, it raises the requirements for producers and consumers with implications on corporate
social responsibility throughout the life cycle of a product [24]. Impacts on social sustainability seem
to be more difficult to understand and measure in comparison to environmental or economic impacts;
this is usually addressed by processing feedback from individuals on customer satisfaction [24].
However, economic benefits are caused by social efforts and activities; environmental benefits can
result in increased attractiveness for investors, better image, and quality, leading to an easier economic
success [27].
This interconnection between the three pillars of sustainability calls for a better understanding of
the profound impacts of digitalization from different perspectives. For instance, the use of intelligent
robotics requires intensive energy supply, which generates negative impact on the environment.
However, the use of robotics alleviates heavy workload and performs non-ergonomic tasks for
operators, which generates a positive social impact [3]. Furthermore, robots could replace the
workforce with higher flexibility and stable quality [111]. Another example can be found in data
transparency: it enables communication throughout the lifecycle, but also brings challenges in terms of
cyber security [74].
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4.3. Implications to Researchers
A major part of the studied literature focuses on the application of digitalization in product lifecycle.
CPS, connection level technologies, and AM from the conversion level are mostly implemented and
studied to reduce environmental impact. Meanwhile, intelligent robotics and other technologies from
the cyber, cognition, and configuration levels of the 5C architecture need further exploration, especially
at the design, transportation, use, and end-of-life stages. This does not necessarily show a lack of
studies on the application of technology itself, but it highlights a lack of studies that address the
potential to reduce environmental impact in manufacturing.
Technology lifecycle is less addressed in literature in comparison with product lifecycle.
The implementation of digital technologies, especially connectivity, enable higher resource and
information efficiency, which contribute to environmental sustainability. The negative impact, which is
mainly from the lifecycle of technology hardware, indicates the need for more extensive studies.
Figure 6 provides an overview of both positive and negative impacts by illustrating the product
and technology lifecycles. A possible starting point could be to map each technology’s overall
implications for the environment, exploring and assessing the environmental impact of the application
of technology in manufacturing and the lifecycle of the technology hardware.
“Sustainability actions should be regarded in combination rather than in isolation” [27]. From the
mapping and analysis of economic and social pillars in Table 3, it seems that each of the three elements
of the TBL cannot be isolated from each other. When intending to reduce environmental impact,
the other two pillars shall also be considered. This is particularly relevant when introducing new
technologies, as incorporating sustainability from all three dimensions could provide a better balance.
4.4. Implications to Practitioners
The interconnection within the pillars of the TBL highlights that sustainability needs to be
incorporated within an entire organization and its strategy [27,133]. Table 3 also shows that the other
two pillars are highly relevant when discussing environmental sustainability. Practitioners could have
more confidence in the positive relationship between the three pillars, especially from green–lean
integration. The potential to eliminate waste as a way of achieving increased eco-efficiency could
provide an easier starting point towards sustainability.
Figure 6 provides a perspective that could support manufacturing companies, especially decision
makers, to consider multiple lifecycles for the manufactured product and the digital technology
implemented. It can further help manufacturers by bringing a broader picture with new opportunities
for more sustainable value and avoid undesirable (and often overlooked) negative side effects of new
technology implementation, leading to decisions both economically and environmentally sound.
The practices summarized from literatures in Table 4 could provide some reference for practitioners
on how and where to implement digital technologies to reduce environmental impact. The practices
from the connection level could indicate the possible “low hanging fruits” by tracking and optimizing
resource consumption, as well as supporting efficient communication between different processes
throughout the product lifecycle. Table 5, on the other hand, could remind manufacturers of the
possible negative impact brought from technology itself, raising their awareness of social responsibility,
as either the producer or consumer.
Digitalization has great potential to accelerate manufacturing efficiency, driving the manufacturing
industry to invest in digital technologies, such as installing sensors on equipment, building IoT and
CPS platforms, and collecting large amounts of data. It seems that a large number of companies are
willing to collect data, but not all of them understand how to use it to create sustainable value. A study
from IBM estimates that 90% of all data stored is never used [95]. This suggests that the energy used by
data servers is not paid back through productive use of this collected and stored data. Manufacturers
need to consider carefully which data is needed before they invest in digitalization.
According to Ehrlich and Holdren (1971), the IPAT equation can describe the impact of human
activity on the environment: I = P × A × T [134] (where I stands for environmental Impact, P stands for
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Population, A is Affluence, and T is Technology). For manufacturing companies, since population and
affluence are not in their control, technology is the driving force to reduce our society’s environmental
impact [32]. The development of digitalization, especially in the context of Industry 4.0, brings
new challenges to understand and harness this new generation of technologies. With the findings
presented in this study, we aim to contribute to a better understanding of the environmental impacts of
digitalization from both the product and technology lifecycles. The practices identified to reduce the
environmental impact of digitalization in manufacturing are presented in the summary of literature in
Table 4. This summary can act as a reference guide for manufacturing practitioners, while the summary
from Table 5. intends to alert them of the potential negative environmental impacts when adopting
new digital technologies.
In summary, the results from the literature review deepen the scientific knowledge on the
implications of digitalization on environmental sustainability, providing both researchers and
practitioners with a holistic view of the product and technology lifecycles by aligning the eight
digital technologies with the 5C architecture.
4.5. Outlook and Limitations of the Study
Considering that these findings are based on a literature study, they are mainly theoretical, and
their usefulness needs to be verified through case studies, preferably with a quantitative approach.
By introducing the proposed perspective, manufacturing companies can deepen their understanding of
the environmental impact of digitalization in both the product and technology lifecycles. The summary
of positive and negative environmental impacts needs further enrichment with practical findings.
Moreover, the proposed alignment of the eight digital technologies to the adapted 5C architecture
could be further developed and verified through case studies. Future work could also include further
developing the multiple lifecycles perspective into a model, which shall prescribe detailed guidelines
for its use as part of the digitalization process in manufacturing.
One of the limitations of this study could be that the publications after July 2020 are not included,
as there might be other highly relevant articles published afterwards. Hence, the results of this research
shall be validated by further studies, with a constant review of this topic. The qualitative approach
of this analysis could also be a limitation of this study, as some results need further quantitative
validation, such as the actual impact on environment and the extent of technology use required to
achieve a reduction on environmental impacts.
5. Conclusions
Digitalization plays an increasingly important role in evolving manufacturing towards
environmental sustainability. This study found a major challenge in finding articles that objectively
presented both positive and negative implications of digital technologies on environmental
sustainability. The implications of Industry 4.0 were usually presented either on a general level
or focusing on one particular technology, lacking a holistic view. Furthermore, very few studies
analyzed and summarized industrial practices for reducing environmental impact with the support of
digitalization throughout manufacturing value chains.
To fulfill the mentioned gaps and expand the scientific knowledge on the implications of
digitalization on environmental sustainability, this study conducted an extensive literature review,
which identifies four main contributions.
First, the authors provide a synthesis of the overall environmental impact of digitalization,
including both positive and negative impacts throughout the manufacturing value creation processes.
Secondly, a lifecycle perspective is proposed considering the environmental impacts from both the
product and technology lifecycles. In the manufactured product lifecycle, digital technologies enable
environmental impact reduction mainly through high material efficiency and information support at
the production stage. The technology lifecycle leads to a high consumption of energy and resources
and increased emissions, mostly at the production and the end-of-life stages. The proposed perspective
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could help practitioners to reposition themselves as producers and/or consumers and to consider both
positive and negative environmental impacts of digitalization at different stages of these two lifecycles.
Thirdly, this study provides a summary of implementation practices for industrial practitioners to
better harness digital technologies in an environmentally friendly manner. This summary indicates
how and where to implement digital technologies to reduce environmental impacts, especially from
the connection level of the 5C architecture by tracking and optimizing resource consumption and
efficient communication between different processes throughout the product lifecycle. Furthermore,
the proposed alignment of the eight digital technologies to the adapted 5C architecture shows CPS,
connection level technologies, and AM from the conversion level are mostly implemented and studied
to reduce environmental impact. It also highlights a need for studies that address the environmental
impact potential of cyber, cognition, and configuration levels of the 5C architecture.
Finally, the interconnection within the TBL identified from the studied literature could provide
practitioners with more confidence on the positive relationship between the three pillars, especially
from the green–lean integration [55,80,130], highlighting that introducing digital technologies to
improve efficiency and productivity towards economic sustainability does not necessarily conflict
with environmental sustainability. Understanding the interconnection within the TBL can support
practitioners to expand the use of digitalization as means to increase the environmental sustainability
of the manufacturing industry, thereby achieving more sustainable manufacturing.
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